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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In acknowledgement of us being here together on colonized Indigenous land I want to begin by sharing that while I have was drawn to the general spirit of Wikipedia prior to the launch of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada, it was reading the outputs of the TRC that really solidified why and to what extent I contribute to the site. As I continue to listen and learn about settler colonialism, the lasting impacts of the residential school system and the privilege the colour of my skin affords me, more often than not the default response in my head remains: I had no idea. And so I try to edit with that in mind. I intentionally look for opportunities to raise awareness and to fill gaps in online narratives in a way that puts my firm belief in social justice into practice. And I try to do it in a way that is readily accessible, findable and verifiable, which is why Wikipedia continues to be an obvious focus for my time and energy. I learned how to edit as a public servant at Natural Resources Canada where I worked as an editor and content creator on both the NRCan Wiki and GCPedia - an internal wiki accessible by all federal public servants - both platforms ran on MediaWiki, which is the software used by Wikipedia. I hadn’t given much thought to editing Wikipedia until I started working at the Nouwen Archives during a time when people within the University of Toronto system were exploring the introduction of collection links to relevant Wikipedia pages as a means of outreach. It occurred to me pretty quickly that we could be doing more than just adding links, in large part because writing biographical sketches and organizational histories is a lot like writing an encyclopedia entry. I started revising the Henri Nouwen page, which at the time focused on more speculation about his sexuality than it did his numerous professional accomplishments, and things kind of spiralled from there. Given the scope of what I *could* talk about this morning, I sent out a tweet asking what people were most interested in, so while I’m going to talk more broadly about editing Wikipedia through an archival lens, I’m going to touch on some areas of interest that were put forth - primarily how contributing to Wikipedia aligns and differs from our professional practice and contributing media to the site.



Be bold(ly informed)

● Five pillars
● Etiquette
● Help:Contents
● The Wikipedia Library: 

Cultural Professionals

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’m going to start by briefly discussing some key themes that differentiate Wikipedia from our day to day professional practice - I’ve made reference to one of them in the slide title, which is Be Bold.Be bold is the motto Wikipedia uses to encourage people to contribute to the site. For me it’s a good reminder that I’m completely empowered to make edits and that I don’t have to be overly precious about my contributions.It’s also a good reminder that if anyone can edit Wikipedia anyone can make changes to the contributions we make And I want to emphasize that that’s usually a good thing because it means someone will likely catch my typos or contribute information from resources I don’t have access toI raise this point because GLAM organization’s aren’t great at sharing content online - we’re much better at putting things online and leaving it there untouched - so it’s important to understand the motivating assumptions governing the site as well as the etiquette expected of new or experienced editors. For example:  Wikipedia is an encyclopedia, not a promotional platform - this isn’t the place for a press release vetted by three level of management and the communications teamYou need to be upfront about potential conflicts of interest - you don’t have to avoid editing pages about people or events in your collections, but you do need to be mindful of how those edits may be interpretedThe Wikipedia Library is a good resource for how to openly edit as an employee of a GLAM organizationI regularly edit pages associated with Waterloo holdings and acknowledge that I’m doing it on my User page The links I’ve included on the slide are a good place to start for more information about Wikipedia’s basic ground rules

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Five_pillars
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Etiquette
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Help:Contents
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:The_Wikipedia_Library/Cultural_Professionals
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:LH_95.jpg


Getting comfortable

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For the remainder of the talk I’m going to walk through examples of how you can contribute to the site through an archival lens drawing on both your professional skills and the resources in your holdingsI’m going to start with some examples that amount to dipping your toes into the Wikipedia water, before moving on to more substantial contributions like media uploads and page improvements or creation.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are examples of how you might work in references to fonds or collections into relevant Wikipedia pages: Adding a link to the fonds overview in the External links sectionUsing a finding aid as a reference Add a ref link to page text if your finding aid supports existing info - if you’re feeling brave make some text revisions to whisper in the referenceMake specific reference to the acquisition or availability of a set of records at your archives within a relevant page - this example is from the page for the Waterloo Region RecordNews coverage often follows higher profile holdings, but it’s also fair play to simply state the facts, which is the fonds is at XYZ GLAM with links to the relevant pages

https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Waterloo_Region_Record&oldid=921058091#History
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=John_Herbert_(playwright)&oldid=918754787#External_links
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Nancy-Lou_Patterson&oldid=921401408


Presenter
Presentation Notes
Wikipedia is a good place to draw attention to digitized records. The featured quote from Ira Needles is pulled from a speech that has been digitized, in full, and made available on the Waterloo Digital Library - the reference link points people to that resource 

https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=University_of_Waterloo&oldid=921103811#History
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=University_of_Waterloo&oldid=921103811#History


Template:Cite archive

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Wikipedia has a number of templates that are used to structure citations, including archival holdings - I tend to rely more heavily on the web, news, book and journal templates, but am flagging the Cite archive template as something to keep in mind for the right momentI hit on a clever way to use it as a Wikipedia Visiting Scholar at McMaster. Although original research isn’t allowed on Wikipedia, it’s okay to point people to the primary resource referenced in a published work, which is what I did here with a digitized letter by Robertson Davies about Marian Engel, that was referenced in other cited references. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template:Cite_archive
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Marian_Engel&oldid=917858427#Writing


Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once you’ve gotten comfortable with adding links, I encourage you to start making minor text revisions to existing pages. The example I’ve included here is one where small changes can make a big difference - this is a before an after of changes I made to the Waterloo County, Ontario page where I introduced information about the presence of First Nations peoples on the land prior to settlement and flipped an ‘Indian allies’ reference to updated language and linked to the relevant Proclamation alluded to in the original text.

https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Waterloo_County%2C_Ontario&type=revision&diff=861913095&oldid=857346347


Contributing media to 
Wikimedia Commons

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Wikimedia Commons is the site where images used on all of the various Wikis are stored and use of the files uploaded there on those various sites is tracked on the relevant file page. Some people expressed interest in hearing about batch uploading images to Wikimedia Commons. I don’t have experience with batch uploading, but I am going to talk about single file uploads, which can be assumed to have a similar impact. 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Main_Page


Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Wikimedia Commons Upload Wizard walks you through standalone file editing and keeps track of the files you’ve shared over time. On the left is an infographic with copyright related prompts and on the right is a screenshot of some of the files that I have uploaded over time. 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Special:UploadWizard
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?title=Special:ListFiles/Dnllnd&ilshowall=1


Presenter
Presentation Notes
First few examples will walk us through the file page on Wikimedia Commons.This is a public domain photo from the Kitchener-Waterloo Record Photographic Negative Collection that I worked into the Renison University College page. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Renison_University_College&oldid=915015203


Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clicking on the photo and selecting ‘More details’ in the bottom right brings you to the Wikimedia Commons file page. The page is quite lengthy, so I’ve opted to share only two sections that demonstrate the allowance for robust file location, including where it originated and where you can find a copy, along with country specific copyright information. 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:RenisonCollegeOpening1959.jpg


Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is another KWR photo that I added to the infobox on the Wesley Graham page. The middle screenshot is another example of a section from the Wikimedia Commons file page, which lists where else within the Wiki system the photo has been used, which is how I found it it’s being used on the Arabic Wikipedia (!!!) a site I can confirm that I am unequipped to contribute to - having the photo in the WC means someone who is was able to put it to use. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wes_Graham&oldid=921056274
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Wes_Graham_(right)_University_of_Waterloo_IBM_(cropped).jpg


Presenter
Presentation Notes
Anything added to the Wikimedia Commons is indexed by Google. This is an example of image search results for Alice Riggs Hunt filtered to show only those files that are labeled for reuse. This means that anyone looking for photos of Hunt, even people who didn’t start their search on Wikipedia or on our archives website are being directed to both sites via the relevant file page. 

https://www.google.com/search?q=alice+riggs+hunt&hl=en&tbm=isch&sxsrf=ACYBGNT2OYB3b3B_fmsEt84WiKNyxEl9Pw:1571860448933&source=lnt&tbs=sur:fc&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjjtse9lLPlAhVUCjQIHRIkC58QpwUIIw&biw=1920&bih=944&dpr=1
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Alice_Riggs_Hunt_1915.jpg


Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you don’t have collection photos to share you can take and contribute photos culturally significant places or things and work them into relevant page. This is an example of a memorial rock and plaque for a Bandmaster that I took while walking home from work - it’s now part of Wiki page. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charles_Thiele#Waterloo_Band_Festival


Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a photo I took of a land acknowledgement plaque I took outside of the Student Life Centre on campus, which I worked in to the campus section of University of Waterloo wiki page with text acknowledging the school’s placement on the Haldimand Tract. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=University_of_Waterloo&oldid=921103811


Contribution support (and justification) resources

● Commons:Welcome
● Commons:Help desk
● Commons:Flickr batch uploading
● Commons:Guide to batch uploading
● Category:Images from archives
● Category:Images from libraries
● Category:Images from museums

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are some links that may prove useful uploading your first files or exploring batch uploads. I have also included links to Categories containing media contributions from various cultural organizations - some of them internationally known - in case you need some help building a case for why and how your organization might consider contributing. 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Commons:Welcome
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Commons:Help_desk
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Commons:Flickr_batch_uploading
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Commons:Guide_to_batch_uploading
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Category:Images_from_archives
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Category:Images_from_libraries
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Category:Images_from_museums


Page improvement and creation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Next I’m going to walk though some examples of more involved edits including page improvements and creation



Presenter
Presentation Notes
In September of 2015, before I began revising the page in my role as Wikipedia Visiting Scholar at McMaster University Lady Constance Malleon’s page was quite brief. It mentioned her literary accomplishments (in passing), but focused primarily on her familiar relations, the open nature of her marriage and her affair with Bertrand Russell. Today the page outlines her various professional accomplishments rather than focusing primarily on her personal life.

https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Lady_Constance_Malleson&oldid=908963657


Presenter
Presentation Notes
Anne Innis Dagg is an example of someone whose papers we have at the archives. The initial version of the page was fine, but over time I have worked to bring more balance to the extent of her professional accomplishments in a way that beyond her (ground breaking) research on giraffes.

https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Anne_Innis_Dagg&oldid=922200837


Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nancy-Lou is someone else whose papers we have at the archive. Unlike Anne, she didn’t have a page before dying last year and I’m including her here as someone who was locally notable, but who wasn’t written about extensively enough to allow me to create a page that would stand up to Wikipedia’s notability guidelines. It wasn’t until after she died and there was more extensive media coverage about her career, that I was able to pull together enough references to create a substantive draft about her life.There are numerous ways to think creatively about Wikipedia’s notability guidelines, but the truth is that sometimes there isn’t a way to make a page for someone because they haven’t been written about in enough verifiable, secondary sources.Archivists are a good example of this challenge - they don’t tend to get written about until later in their careers and even then it’s often by other archivists or within professional circles. That type of coverage doesn’t always hold up under Wikipedia review. The good news is that there are literally millions of existing or waiting to be created pages to offset the disappointment.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Nancy-Lou_Patterson&oldid=921401408


Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is an example of how you can support other people in the improvement or creation of pages. This was created by an undergraduate co-op student with an interest in archival research and writing using resources in our holdings, along with other historical sources. I helped out by coaching her through writing for an encyclopedia and rounded out the page with additional references to ensure it met notability.  



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a newly created page that was collaboratively drafted by students in a Gender and Social Justice taught by Trevor Holmes and facilitated by my colleague Jessica Blackwell. The students used clippings and other biographical info in the Elizabeth Smith Shortt fonds to create a page that was in turn expanded by other Wikipedia editors.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Elizabeth_Smith_Shortt&oldid=922534367


Presenter
Presentation Notes
Much like sharing photos that aren’t strictly tied to items in your holdings, you don’t have to limit your editing to pages related to them either - these are two pages I created based on broader professional interests



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This last example is a reminder that the improvement or creation of pages can have a broader impact - this is a look at an Arabic version of the Canadian Indian residential school system page, that someone created using the English version. 



danielle.robichaud@uwaterloo.ca
User:Dnllnd

@danielleganza

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’m going to end with one of my most important Wikimedia Commons contributions - a photo of a Persian pastry from the AAO conference in Thunder Bay a few years ago. 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Thunder_Bay_Persian_roll.jpg
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